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1. This show lasted seven episodes, which according to Betty White, makes it the longest running British
sitcom ever. And who could doubt that with such lines as "You don't have the cobbles," uttered by the
mother of the Hooligan family. FTP, identify this show which is not Shut Your Gob, a favorite of
Homer Simpson's viewing schedule on PBS.
Answer: _Do Shut Up_
2. Invited by Mary Pickford to come to the United States, this man left Germany in 1922 and his first film
was Rosita. Renowned for his German films The Oyster Princess and Madam Dubarry, his "touch" on
movies describes a sophisticated treatment of sexuality and nose-thumbing at moral norms. FTP,
identify this director, famous for Trouble in Paradise, The Shop Around the Corner, To Be Or Not To
Be (1942) and Ninotchka.
Answer: Ernest - Lubitsch3. You can let this get you to move and it would be alright. You can let this set in your shoes, stand up, and
it will be alright. You can even use this to light up your fuse, alright. If you follow this command, you
will share the spice of life and baby slice it right. So, FTP, tell the DJ to play your favorite tune and do
what, according to Earth Wind and Fire?
.
Answer: _Let's Groove_ (accept _groove_ early)
4. In this song this singer instructs you to take a step closer, and then to take a step back. You then toss
your upper limbs toward the sky and then to the ground. He tells you to now retreat, retreat and orate
what your next step will be. Finally, inhale and exhale before you continue to make a revolution. He
instructs you again to continue making a revolution reminiscent of a Tina Turner song. FTP, these are
the steps mentioned in the chorus of what song by Limp Bizkit?
Answer: - Rollin5. This group is now known as Dawn and features Paul Laine in addition to the remaining two members,
Steve West and Bruno Ravel. Although their geme was considered done, their sophomore album Stick It
did have two moderately successful singles, Monkey Business and I Still Think About You. FTP,
identify this group, one of the last hair bands, whose biggest hits were indicative of their name, Bang
Bang and Naughty Naughty.
'
Answer: _Danger Danger_
6. Set out of San Jose, this sextet consists of four brothers, a cousin, and a friend who have been together
for 30 years. They have won a grammy, released 30 albums and 14 movies. This group is credited with
inventing the style of narcocorrido, ballads about drug smuggling. However, they are perhaps best
known for their songs reflecting the Latin American immigrant's experience in the United States. FTP,
identify this group, considered the "Jefe de J efes" of nortefio music, who got their name from their
nickname when they started, the little tigers.
Answer: _Los Tigres del Norte_
7. The son of a silent movie director, this man started in the business as a MGM script reader before
moving to Paramount, RKO and back to MGM. Finally, in 1936, he started his own production company
and worked with Alfred Hitchcock on Spellbound and Rebecca. He also wrote the screenplay for A Duel
in the Sun, which starred his wife, Jennifer Jones. FTP, identify this producer, whose success and
accolades for producing the Third Man never equaled that of his success with Gone With The Wind.
Answer: David O. Selznick

8. Supporting roles in this movie include Ernie Hudson as Shortcut and Chris Sarandon as Phillip Madras.
The plot revolves around Detective Tony Costas's quest to find a stolen prototype turbocharger. Not
satisfied with the results, the Japanese car corporation decides to send an agent of its own to help
discover the thieves. FTP, identify this forgettable buddy cop movie which paired Pat Morita and Jay
Leno.
Answer: Collision Course
9. This woman's mother is part Cherokee while her father is a part Syrian and part Lebanese, which would
explain her last name of Fadal. Her appearances in films such as Seamless and Dive Dogs wouldn't
match the success of her later films nor her debut film of Jack Frost. FTP, identify this woman, who,
sadly is engaged to Joe Reitman, her costar in Tomcats.
Answer: Shannon Elizabeth Fadal
10. A resident of Beaver, Pennsylvania, this woman, former cheerleader and member of the Alpha Gamma
Delta, recently graduated from Westminster College and is looking for her career job. Past attempts at a
a job have included working as a waitress, library assistant, and currently an administrative assistant.
However, she took some time off to explore the land down under with her journal and pen. FTP, identify
this woman, recently kicked off Survivor despite the Ogakor majority, who didn't really have any story
line, outside of saying "Oh... my.. God!"
Answer: Amber and/or Bkrish
11. Harvey and Melissa were the babies. Marie wanted to be a nun while Sherrie was a brat. The only other
boy was J.R. who was slightly mischievous. Wendy, Cindy, and Connie seemed to get into the most
trouble at St. Augustine's. Elizabeth and Graham Lubbock are the parents in, FTP, what short-lived spinoff of Growing Pains.
Answer: Just The Ten Of Us
12. His usual hangout is Night City'S Chatsubo where his friend Ratz tends bar. Trained by McCoy Pauley
and Bobby Quine, this man was the best in his profession, until damaged by a Russian mycotoxin. FTP,
identify this interface cowboy, the protagonist in William Gibson's Neuromancer.
Answer: Case
13. The title object of this story doesn't appear until the end as it is created for May Belle Aarons by her
brother Jess. The impetus for the creation ofthis object and the subsequent installment of May Belle as
the new queen are all a result of the tragic death of Leslie Burke, who fell from a breaking swing rope
into a river. FTP, identify this children's work by Katherine Patterson.
Answer: _Bridge to Terabithia_
14. Set to release October 19th , 2001, the movie version of this work stars Anthony Hopkins as Ted
Brautigan. "Blind Willie," "Heavenly Shades of Night Are Falling," "Low Men in Yellow Coats," and
"Why We're In Vietnam," are the titles of four of the five short stories in this collection. FTP, identify
this Stephen King work, where the title comes from the last story in the collection, a tale about college
freshmen addicted to a four player card game.
Answer: Hearts of Atlantis
15. According to a review on Amazon.com, this character looks like "a sort oflantern-jawed equalizer clad
in dark blue long underwear," who roams the globe, performing amazing feats and coming to the aid of
those who languish in tyranny's chains! In the first issue featured this character, he is shown delivering
an "immortal haymaker" onto the Fuhrer's jaws. FTP, identify this comic book character created in
Michael Chabon's The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay.
Answer: The _ Escapist_

16. Released in 1993 by Hudson Soft, this game eventually transcended its original platform to become an
arcade game, a reverse of the usual process. In this game, the main character must fight King Drool and
save the princess. However, you're a caveman and you don't have any knowledge of tools, so you use the
only weapon you have: your head. FTP, identify this game, perhaps the most popular for the Turbo
Graphix 16.
Answer: Bonk's Adventure
17. Drafted in 1993, this man has never had a full professional season at any level. In the process, he lost his
90+ fastball, but he learned accuracy. A Kansas City Royals reliever shares this man's first and last
name, who is nicknamed "Big Daddy." FTP, identify this pitcher, who dominated over the last half of
the 2000 season to become the Ace of the pitching staff in Milwaukee.
Answer: Jeff D'Amico
18. This object was rediscovered about 500 years after it was lost in a cavern near San Francisco. The owner
lost this possession after a sonic boom by an Ophidian Cane in an attempt to time travel back to the 24th
century, although he was finally reunited with it before the crew destroyed Devidia II. FTP, identify this
body part, seen in every Star Trek: The Next Generation episode, but in Time's Arrow, was absent from
the rest of Brent Spiner's character.
Answer: _Data's Head_ (accept equivalents; prompt on Data on an early buzz)
19. Warning! Two Answers Required. When director Raja Gosnell was casting for his newest movie, he
wanted a real life couple to play two of the main characters, and he chose these two persons, who
costarred together previously in another movie. In that movie, they had opposite love interests, Ryan
Phillipe and Jennifer Love Hewitt, respectively FTP, identify this recently engaged couple, who will be
seen on the screen together as Fred and Daphne in the upcoming movie of Scooby Doo.
Answer: Freddie Prinze Jr. and Sarah Michelle Geller
20. It precedes sport, a man with a tape recorder up his nose, a man with a tape recorder up his brother's
nose, a man with nine legs, a Scotman on a horse, a man with two noses, and a man with three buttocks.
FTP, give this six-word transitionary catchphrase first popularized in 1969 by Monty Python.
Answer: _And now for something completely different..._
21. In Europe, his name is given as Dr. David Black and he resides at Tudor Close, but his first name is
reputed to be Jon in the America. Nevertheless, this man probably still regrets how, fifty years ago, he
first asked six of his closest friends to come over a dinner party. No matter what really happened,
though, his corpse always seems to end up at the foot of the cellar stairs. FTP, name this man, who
could have been killed in anyone of324 ways, one of which can be in the Conservatory with the
Candlestick by Colonel Mustard.
Answer: Mr. _Boddy_
22. Although deemed the first human Act of God by the Bernadelli Insurance Company, this man describes
himself as ""a hunter of peace who chases the mayfly known as love"". Yet, he is the most feared
outlaw on the planet, wanted for causing the destruction of the entire city of July. Although he is an
expert shot, he hates causing pain, and also nobody will believe he is the famous outlaw because he is
such a dork. FTP name this man with a price of 60 million double dollars on his head known as the
Humanoid Typhoon, the hero of the anime "Trigun," who shares his name with a recurring female love
interest of Jean Luc-Picard.
Answer: _ Vash_ the Stampede

23. This school won an invitation to this year's Women's NCAA basketball tournament by defeating regular
season co-champ Drake in the Missouri Valley Conference tournament. They made the 1992 Final
Four, losing to eventual runner-up Western Kentucky. Their men's team has done well in its own right,
making the Sweet Sixteen in 1999 before losing to Duke, after which their coach left Springfield for
Iowa. For ten points, name this school, nicknamed the Bears, whose 2001 Women's team made the
Final Four behind the inspired play of all-time Women's scoring leader Jackie Stiles.
Answer: _Southwest Missouri State_University
24. In one of the strangest scenes since its creation, it actually ran backwards for a time last year.
Developed by late New York developer Seymour Durst, it was turned off on September 7th , 2000, 13
years before it would become obsolete. For ten points, name this 13-digit-Iong financial "scoreboard" of
sorts, found in Times Square, which also has a 5-digit number detailing "YOUR family share".
Answer: _National Debt_ Clock (accept equivalent)
25. This international soccer tournament will have its 35 th anniversary this year. It is run by the
Scarborough Soccer Association, and will be held in Toronto in July of2001. It took its name from a
three-year old child with the last name ofWimbs who was dying of Cystic Fibrosis, and indeed its
proceeds go towards fighting that disease and Muscular Dystrophy. For ten points, name this soccer
tournament, held at Birchmount Stadium, mentioned in the Barenaked Ladies' song "One Week".
Answer: The Robbie
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1. FTP each, answer these questions related to the unaired episodes of Clerks:The Animated Series.
A. In the original pilot, a reporter describes how Leonardo Leonardo made his fortune by
conquering wild Canada. In return for the vast Canadian minerals, what did Leonardo give them?
Answer: Debillitating _Polio_ (prompt on disease)
B. In the Outbreak episode, Dante and Randall spend 24 hours visiting this restaurant trying to order
hamburgers without ketchup. Name it FTP each.
Answer: _Desmond Pfieffer's Civil War Burgers_
C. In the final episode, a carnival opens up on the old Quicker Stop lot. Who is the emcee and host
of the carnival, whom Jay calls the funniest man ever?
Answer: Alan - Thicke2. FFP each and a bonus five for all correct, given a character in Hamlet, identify the actor who played him
in the 1996 Kenneth Branaugh version.
A. Ophelia
Answer: Kate - WinsletB. Reynaldo
Answer: Gerard _ Depardieu_
C. Hecuba
Answer: Judi - DenchD. Osric
Answer: Robin Williams
E. Priam
Answer: John _ Gielgud_
3. 30-20-10. Identify the series of movies
A. 30: The third movie in this line is subtitled Heavy Metal and is set to debut in 2001.
B. 20: In the second movie subtitled Fear of Flying, Jennifer Beals plays a flight attendant who
must stop Tom Berenger, a psychotic killer.
C. 10: In the first movie, Lauren Holly plays a flight attendant who must stop Ray Liotta, a
psychotic killer.
Answer: - Turbulence4. Identify these films starring Reggie Jackson, given co-stars on a 10-5 basis.
A. (10) O.J. Simpson
B. (05) Leslie Nielson
Answer: The _Naked Gun_:From The Files of Police Squad!
C. (10) Kareem-Abdul Jabbar
D. (05) Trey Parker
Answer: - BASEketballE. (10) Ben Stein
F. (05) Macaulay Culkin
Answer: - Richie Rich-

5. With the Oscars now safely in the books, let's look back and answer these questions relating to Oscars of
years past FFP each and a bonus five for all correct.
A. First, name the only three movies to win the "big 5" Oscars, which are Best Picture, Best
Director, Best Actor, Best Actress, and Best Screenplay. One won in the 30s, in the 70s, and in
the 90s.
Answer: _It Happened One Night_, _One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest_, and _The Silence of the Lambs_
B. This film is the closest film to inclusion in the above list, as it won 4 of the big 5 in 1954 and
also had Eva Marie Saint win in the Best Supporting Actress category.
Answer: On The Waterfront
C. The Guys Guide to Videos erroneoulsy reports that this film is one of the films that won the big
5 Oscars, even though hardly any women are in the film. However, Gene Hackman and William
Friedkin both picked up statuettes for this work.
Answer: - The French Connection6. FTP, answer these questions about Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game.
A. FFP each, give the code names of Ender's brother and sister, who use the Internet to spread their
political beliefs?
Answer: - Locke- and DemosthenesB. At Battle School, Ender is given control of his own squadron. Name it.
Answer: _Dragon_Army
C. Finally, who is the colonel that headed the Battle School before being replaced by Major
Anderson?
Answer: Colonel - GraffWhen did actresses start appearing in music videos after they were famous? FFP each and a five point bonus
for all correct, identify the actress given a music video.
D. Meet Virginia by Train
Answer: Rebecca _ Gayheart_
E. Crazy for this Girl by Evan and J aron
Answer: Daphne _Zuniga_
F. I Knew I Loved You by Savage Garden
Answer: Kirsten - DunstG. Both actresses from Natural Blues by Moby
Answer: Christina - Ricci- and Fairuza Balk
7. How many people remember the original NBA JAM? Given the three letter intials entered on the SNES
version, identify the secret character unlocked FTP each, or from another clue for five. For example, if!
said A-R-K, you would say Bill Clinton.
A. 10: N-E-T
B. 05: This man has been much maligned for his comment that he created the Internet.
Answer: Al - GoreC. 10: U-W-A
D. 05: This man was the 1978 Rose Bowl MVP with the University of Washington.
Answer: Warren Moon
E. 10: D-I-S
F. 05: This man was modeled after George Clinton
Answer: P .Funk (prompt on George Clinton on 10)

8. Well, Barry Bonds just hit his SOOth homerun, making him the 17th player in the exclusive club. Answer
the following about other members of the club FTSNOP.
A. FFP each, outside of Bonds, only two members of the 500-club are not in the Hall of Fame.
Name them.
Answer: Mark _ McGwire_ and Eddie _Murray_
B. FTP, Before Eddie Murray ended his career with 504, this Giant held the honor oflowest career
HR total in the club with 511.
Answer: Mel Ott
C. Finally, this man ranks fourth in terms of total HR with 586, despite only leading his league once
in home runs.
Answer: Frank - Robinson9. While it may seem today that all you see is violence in movies and sex on TV, The Family Guy has
some unique programs which the Griffins enjoy watching. Name these fictional shows 15-5 basis:
A. 15 - A phone call in the middle of the night awakens a couple regarding a poor bastard who got
his head blown off at a place called Hooper's. The couple then gets into an argument about how
one drinks too much and the other won't stop eating cookies in the bed.
B. 5 - This show contains adult content (such as the couple being too gay men) and is brought to
you by the letter H.
Answer: Homicide: Life on Sesame Street
C. 15 - From the kats who brought you CaddyBlack, Blackdrag, and Black Kramer vs. Kramer,
comes a funky flick so bad you're going to say "DAMN! That's funky!" Some quotes include:
"Damn, brother's gone and kissed his mama" and "Oh, you're outta time, baby!"
D. 5 - Another quote is "Marty, I want to be your fine sweet-ass bitch."
Answer: Black to the Future
10.30-20-10 Name the song from lyrics:
A. 30: It's not too late, we should be giving; only with love can we climb
B. 20: Why don't we cross the bridge together and find a place that's safe and warm?
C. 10: We have a chance to find the sunshine; let's keep on looking for the light.
Answer: _The Morning After_by Maureen McGovern
11. FTP each, given the fictional character, name its father
A. Eric Cartman
Answer: Mrs. Cartman (accept equivalents)
B. Lemmy, Iggy, Morton Jr., Ludwig, Wendy, Roy, Larry
Answer: _Bowser_ (prompt on Koopa)
C. Zaphod Beeblebrox I
Answer: Zaphod _ Beeblebrox II_
12. 30-20-10. Identify the fictional sport given clues.
A. 30: Although played underground for years, this sport recently had its first television appearance
between the Decatur Fist and the New Salem Terrorists.
B. 20: Similar to baseball, some ofthe changes are that three balls are in play at all times and, after
hitting a ball, the runner can carry his bat with him for self-defense or hurl it at a colored target
for points. Along with the opposing team, vicious hounds and gorgeous honeys attempt to slow
the runner down. The pitcher can throw ceramic or hornet-filled balls as well.
C. 10: In the seventh inning, a car can be driven around the field by players on both sides for either
offence or defense. This sport, created by the Upright Citizens Brigade, also features a loaded
pistol sits inside a small circle behind second base, but no player may enter the circle.
Answer: Pro Thunderball

13.30-20-10. Identify the man.
A. 30: In 1981, this man established his namesake award, which anually recognizes a U.S. author
for a work of children's fiction set in the Americas.
B. 20: He received Newberry Honor book award for The King's Fifth, The Black Pearl, and Sing
Down The Moon.
C. 10: However, he won the Newberry Medal for his first children's novel, Island of the Blue
Dolphins.
Answer: Scott - O'Dell14. This year's NFL Draft is in the books. Answer the following about draft picks, FTSNOP.
A. First, FFP, who was the number 1 draft pick, taken by the Falcons?
Answer: Michael - VickB. The Chargers, who had the original number one pick, traded it to the Falcons for the number 5
slot to draft this man. However, they also drafted a quarterback in the first pick of the second
round. FFP each, name both players.
Answer: LaDainian - Tomlinson- and Drew Brees
C. Arizona State, this humble quiz writer's home, had two players drafted in the first round. Five
points for one, fifteen for both, identify the two players, one taken by the Rams, and the other by
Baltimore.
Answer: Adam - Archuleta- and Todd Heap
15. It's time for a bonus on one of Stan Lee's greatest creation, the Silver Surfer, on a 5-10-15 basis.
A. 5: According to Silver Surfer #1, who is the Silver Surfer's secret identity?
Answer: Norrin - RaddB. 10: The Silver Surfer was the herald for and evenutally exiled on Earth by whom?
Answer: _ Gal actus_, Devourer of Worlds
C. 15: 5 for one and 15 for both, In what comic and issue did Silver Surfer appear?
Answer: Fantastic Four and # 48
16. Answer questions about college football all-star games, ten points each.
A. This game is played every January in Mobile, Alabama. It has been around for over fifty years.
Teams are known as the North and South. Name this game.
Answer: Senior Bowl
B. This game is the second-oldest postseasion bowl game, behind only the Rose Bowl in age. The
2002 game will be held at Pac Bell Park, just as the 2001 game was. Name this game, where the
West side has won eight more times than the East, and whose proceeds are given to particular
children's hospitals.
Answer: East-West - Shrine- Game
C. Somewhat surprisingly, there's a newer all-star game that pits Team USA against an all-star
team from a state known as a football powerhouse. Name the state.
Answer: - Florida17. Leading NCAA Men's Basketball in both scoring and rebounding for a year is no small feat. From the
school and year, for ten points each, name the player who performed this impressive double.
A. 1988-89, Loyola Marymount University
Answer: Hank Gathers
B. 1984-85, Wichita State University
Answer: Xavier McDaniel
C. 1993-94, Texas Christian University
Answer: Kurt Thomas

18. Name the musical act from their role in 1996's Swingers, ten points each.
A. Near the end of the film, Lorraine invites Mike to a club to celebrate this crooner's birthday.
Answer: Frank - SinatraB. When Mike first meets Lorraine, he and she swing-dance to this Ventura, California band's Go
Daddy-D.
Answer: _Big Bad Voodoo Daddy_
C. Believe it or not, they've been playing the Dresden for eighteen years. Name this duo, known
best for performing music in Jazz and Lounge styles, including Stayin' Alive, as seen in the
movie.
Answer: _Marty and Elayne_
19. Give the Ultimate term from its definition for the stated number of points.
A. For five, this is the rule of sportsmanship, often abbreviated SOTG, that attempts to do away
with "win-at-all-costs" behavior and places the responsibility for fair play on the player.
Answer: _Spirit of the Game_
B. For ten, this is the (usually lO-second) count that is initiated when a defensive player is within
three meters of the thrower.
Answer: Stall count
C. For five, if a player establishes a position so as to obstruct the movement of any player on the
opposing team, they are guilty of this violation. This is unlike basketball, where this is legal.
Answer: - PickD. For ten, if a defensive player touches the disc when it is in the possession of a thrower or a
receiver, they are guilty of this.
Answer: _Strip_
20. FFP each, given a founder or founders, identify the fast food chain with a bonus five for all correct.
A. RayKroc
Answer: - McDonaldsB. Harmon Dobson
Answer: _ Whataburger_
C. Carl Karcher
Answer: - Carls Jr. D. James McLamore and David Edgerton.
Answer: _Burger King_
E. Lovie Young
Answer: _Fatburger_
21. 30-20-10-5. Given quotes, identify the game.
A. 30: Cats: You are on the way to destruction
B. 20: In AD 2121 War was beginning
C. 10: Mechanic: Somebody Set Us Up The Bomb
D. 5: All your base are belong to us
Answer: _Zero Wing_

22. Answer the following a certain football team FTSNOP.
A. FFP, identify this team shown only in commercials whose logo consists of a T -Rex with a little
pointy hat.
Answer: Carnivores
B. FFP, who owns the Carnivores?
Answer: Jack in the Box
C. FTP, name the head coach of the Carnivores, who, according to their website, holds the record
for most playoff wins without calling a play.
Answer: Ilmar _ Litsky_
D. Finally, for a final ten points, name the group that has been signed to sing at the inaugural home
halftime show for the Carnivores, They will perform a yet to be released single from their yet to
be titled second album and one can only wonder if it will match such tracks as Drivin' Thru and
That's It from their first album.
Answer: _Meaty Cheesy Boys_
23. Given clues, identify the Dashiell Hammett novel FTSNOP.
A. 5: Sam Spade's partner is killed and the cops blame him. Brigid O'Shaugnnessy gets him
wrapped up with Joe Cairo and the title object.
Answer: The - Maltese FalconB. 10: The plot revolves around a diamond heist and the prime suspect, Gabrielle Leggett, allegedy
has a wicked spell on her, which causes people around her to die. The Continental Op
investigates.
Answer: The - Dain CurseC. 5: The title character actually refers to Clyde Wynant, not the lead investigator Nick Charles
Answer: The - Thin ManD. The story revolves around Ned Beaumont's quest to determine whether Paul Madvig killed the
daughter of Senator Ralph Bancroft Henry.
Answer: The _Glass Key_
24. Answer the following questions about a recent variety special in Italy, t~n each.
A. FTP, what notorious entertainer is performing the special "125, millioni di cazzate," which
roughly translates as 125 million dickheads.
Answer: Adriano - CelentanoB. Despite criticism from the Vatican, what state broadcaster is showing this event?
Answer: - R- -A- -IC. Finally, who is the wife of Celentano, an actress who appeared in films such as the Last Days of
Sodom and Gommora, Robbery Roman Style, The Burning of Rome, and Ursus in the Land of
Fire.
Answer: Claudia - Mori-

